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This invention relates to the art of blast ing with liquid oxygen, and it, particularly 
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concerns dipping containers which may be 
of especial applicability in this art. 
At the present time explosives known as 

liquid oxygen cartridges are used exten 
sively in blasting because of the safety there 
of in transportation and usage. The car 
tridges contain a certain absorptive mate 
rial which must be saturated with liquid OX 
ygen before they become explosive. These 
cartridges, according to general practice, are 
saturated with liquid oxygen on the job in 
what are commonly called dipping con 
tainers. 

It is an object of this invention to provide 
a dipping container which is convenient for 
a workman to carry from place to place, as 
he is engaged in placing the cartridges for 
blasting. 

Devices * . . . . a. vided with a cartridge dipping chamber 
which is very thoroughly heat insulated SO as to reduce as much as possible evaporation 
of the liquid oxygen contained therein. 

It is an object of this invention to provide 
means facilitating the introduction of liquid 
oxygen into the cartridge dipping chamber 

30 
of the device. It is a still further object of this inven 
tion to provide means for insuring a thor 
ough and complete Saturation of the car 
tridges. 

tridges to be saturated 
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It is another object of the invention to 
provide a swingable cover arrangement. 
which allows the ready insertion of car 

provide an evaporating gas outlet, haying 
means for deflecting gas as it escapes from 
the dipping chamber, the purpose of this be ing to prevent the gas from striking the 
had of the operator carrying the device. 
Other objects and the specific advantages 

of the invention will be made evident here 
inafter. : . · · 

Referring to the drawings which are for 
illustrative purposes only, 

Fig. 1 is an elevational sectional yiew of 
a dipping container embodying the features 
of the invention, taken substantially on a 
line indicated at 1-1 of Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 is a pian view of Fig. 1 

of this character are usually pro 

into the dipping 

As shown in the drawings an inner circu 
lari wall 11 provides a dipping chamber 12 
which is arranged to receive liquid oxygen 
explosives for the Saturation thereof. 
Around and below the chamber 12 is an 
evacuated space 13, which is provided be 
tween the chamber wall 11 and an interme 
diate circular wall 14 and a bottom 15 of the 
chamber wall 11 and the bottom 16 formed 
integral with the circular wall 14. A false 
bottom 17 is secured near the bottom of the 
chamber 12 so as to provide a space 18 in 
which an absorptive material, such as the 
charcoal, indicated at 19, is placed, this 
charcoal being for the purpose of absorbing 
any gas which may form in the vacuum 
chamber 13, when the charcoal is cooled by 
the liquid oxygen in the chamber 12. The 
breathers 20 are provided in the bottom 15 
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which furnishes communication between the 
evacuated space 13 and the absorptive space 
18. Between the intermediate wall 14 and 
an exterior wall 21 and below the bottom, 16 is placed an insulating material 22 which 
assists the evacuated space 13 in preventing 
heat from reaching the dipping chamber 12. 
The lower portion of the wall 21 is flared at 
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23 so as to provide a base for the container. 
In the upper end of the wall 11 there out 
wardly extends a radial wall 24 and from 
the upper end of the intermediate wall 14 
there outwardly extends a radial fange 25, 
this flange being secured as shown at 26 to 
the outer wall 21. 

For closing the top of the dipping chan 
ber 12, we provide a cover 28 which hinges 
at 29 and which may be provided with a 
suitable locking arrangement 30 for closing 
the cover 28 tightly against a suitable gas 
ket 32. - 
To facilitate manual transportation of 

the container, ther'e is provided a suitable 
bail 33 which is secured to the exterior wall 
21 of the container by means of suitable 
fixtures 34. To contribute to the facile 
pouring of liquid oxygen into the chamber 
12, we provide an ingression member in the 
form of a funnel 35, having a pouring open 
ing 36. Extending from thê funnel por 
tion 35 through the cover 28 to the interior 
of the chamber 12 is a spout portion 37. 
For insuring a complete saturation of the 
cartridges which may be placed in the cham 
ber 12, we provide a means in the form of a 
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tially as follows: 

and liquid oxygen may be introduced into 

escape through the tube 40 and is deflected 
by theinyeited dish 42. It will be seen 
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tube 38 which may be secured on the inside 
of the wall 11 in any suitable manner, this 
tube being for the purpose of directing the 
liquid oxygen as it enter's through the Spout 
37 to the extreme bottom of the chamber 12. When liquid oxygen is poured through the 
funnel 35, it is conveyed directly to the bot 
tom of the chamber 12 by the tube 38 which 
insures the filling thereof from the bottom 
Gas evaporating from the liquid oxygen 

in the chamber 12 may egress through an 
exit tube 40, which is secured to and extends 
through the top 28 to the exterior thereof, 
as shown in Fig. 1. To prevent the gas 
from striking a hand of a workman carry 
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ing the receptacle by the bail 33, We provide 
a deflector member in the form of an in 
verted dish 42, which is secured above the 
exit tube 40, as shown in Fig. 1, by means 
of suitable strap membel's 43. 
The use of our device may be substan 
On the job, cartridges may be placed into 

the chamber 12 after first releasing the lock 30 
and swinging the cover 28 on the hinge 29 
out of closing position into opened position. 
After the cartridges are placed in the cham 
ber 12, the cover is again closed as in Fig. 1, 
the chamber. This is done by pouring the 
liquid oxygen into the funnel 35 through 
the opening 36, the liquid passing through 
the spout 37 through the tube 38 to the ex 
treme bottom of the container 12 filling 
the chamber from bottom to top. Any gas evaporating from the liquid oxygen may 

that this dish 42 deflects the gases in such 
a manner that they cannot strike the hand of 
a person carrying the container by the bail. 
After the cartridges are sufficiently Satu 
rated with liquid oxygen, they are removed 
therefrom and inserted into cartridge re 
ceiving bores along with the necessary det 
onating caps. It should be understood that 
these bores are sometimes a distance apart, 
and it is essential that a dipping chamber 

} be provided which may be readily trans 
:{?? '. ported from bore to bore. 

From the foll'egoing description it will 
readily be seen that the device described 
may be very readily and conveniently car 
ried from place t? place by a workman. 
The device is very thoroughly insulated 
against heat by the evacuated chamber 13 
and the insulated portion 22. The pouring 
au'rangement described provides a very con 
venient means for the pouring of the oxygen 
and insures that the cartridges will be thor 
oughly saturated by directing the liquid 
to the extreme bottom of the chamber 12. 
By conducting the liquid oxygen directly 
to the bottom of the chamber, the absorp 
tive material is first cooled, which cooling 
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the bottom of said chamber. 

said chamber. 

| aligning 
????86s’ the open end of said dipping con 

immediately causes an absorption of any 
gases in the space 13, thereby creating a 
better vacuum and a more efficient insula 
tion. Another advantage of conducting the 
liquid to the bottom is that the gases evapo 
rating therefrom pass around and permeate 
the cartridges, and the cooling values are 
utilized. It will be seen that the pouring 
of the liquid over the cartridges would cause 
an excessive evaporization and most of the 
gas would escape unused and wasted. A 
ready insertion and removal of the car tridges is provided by the swingable gover 
arrangement of the device. A workman 
arrying the container is protected against 
the cold escaping gases by the novel form 
of deflector airangement of the invention. 
Our invention has another pronounced 
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superiority which saves considerable time, 
labor and liquid oxygen. In open contain 
ers, the cartridges will naturally float and 
bob up when the liquid is poured into the 
container. The necessity of forcing the car 
tridges back in place takes time and labor, 
and causes interference to the pouring of 
the { which allows excessive evapora 
tion thereof. In our device, the cover of 
the dipping container retains the cartridges 
in place and, therefore, the labor and time 
consumed in forcing them back into place is obviated, this also saving liquid as evapo 
ration is reduced when time is saved. 
We claim as our invention: 
1. A dipping container for explosive car 

tridges comprising: walls forming a dip 
ping chamber; a ñinged cover for said con 
tainer; a member carried by said cover through which liquid oxygen may be in 
troduced into said dipping chamber; and 
means for directing said liquid oxygen to 

2. A dipping container for 
tridges as in claim 1 in which said means 
comprises, a tube mounted on the wall of 
Said chamber, said tube extending from said 
member to a point adjacent to the bottom of 

3. A dipping container for explosive car 
tridges comprising: walls forming a dip 
ping chamber; a cover for closing an open 
end of Said dipping chamber; a tube mount 
ed on a side wall of said dipping chamber 
for directing a fluid to the lower end of 
said dipping container; and a funnel having 
a spout carried by said cover, said spout 

with said tube when said cover 
tainer. . . . ? .? 

4. A dipping container for explosive car tridges comprising: walls forming a dip 
ping chamber; walls forming an evacuated 
space around said dipping chamber; means 
for absorbing any gas which may be present 
in said evacuated space; and means for in troducing a liquefied gas into said chamber C s ?? 

explosive car 
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so that it will be directed into cooling rela 
tion with said absorbing means immediately 
upon entering Said chamber. 

5. A dipping container for explosive car 
tridges comprising: walls forming a dip 
ping chamber; walls forming an evacuated 
space around Said dipping chamber; absorp 
tive material carried between said dipping 
chamber and said evacuated space in com 
munication with said evacuated space; and 
means for introducing a liquefied gas into 
said chamber so that it will be directed into 
juxtaposition with said absorptive material 
immediately upon entering Said chamber. 

6. A dipping container for explosive car 
tridges comprising: walls forming a dip 
ping container; means for introducing a 
liquid gas into said dipping container; walls 
forming an outlet through which gas may 
pass from Said dipping chamber; a ball 
Whereby said dipping container may be car 
ried; and a deflector for deflecting gas 
passing through said outlet so that it will 
not contact a person's hand carrying said 
dipping container by means of said bail. 

7. A dipping container for explosive car 
tridges comprising: walls forming a dip 
ping container; means for introducing a 
liquid gas into Said dipping container; 
walls forming an outlet through which gas 
may pass from Said dipping chamber; a 

bail whereby said dipping container may be 
carried; and an inverted dish-shaped de 
flector for deflecting gas passing through 
said outlet So that it will not contact a per 
son's hand carrying said dipping container 
by means of said bail. 

8. A dipping container for explosive car 
tridges comprising: walls forming a dip 
ping chamber, said dipping chamber having 
an open end through which articles may be 
placed therein; a cover for closing said 
open end of said dipping chamber after 
said articles have been placed in said dip 
ping chamber; means carried by said cover 
for introducing a liquid gas into said dip 
ping chamber after said articles have been 
placed in said dipping chamber and said 
cover has been placed in position to close 
Said open end of said dipping chamber; a 
bail secured to said walls forming said dip 
ping chamber by which said dipping con 
tainer may be carried; and a deflector se 
cured above an outlet opening formed in 
said cover. 

In testimony whereof, we have hereunto 
set our hands at the city and county of 
Denver, State of Colorado, this 10 day of 
October, 1924. 

WILLIAM H. MARSHALL. 
ROBERT J. KELLGORE. 
LUTHER E. BEDORTHA. 
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